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1: Introduction 1.1 Disclaimer: If you ruin a cylinder or hurt/kill yourself, it isn't my fault. Second, I DO NOT recommend that you do ANY porting without first reading Gordon Jennings' "Two Stroke Tuners Handbook" and A. Bell's "Two Stroke Performance Tuning." You need to know how an engine works and the importance of port timing, etc. in order to understand what your porting does. I didn't do any porting until after I read a ton of stuff about it first (including the two aforementioned books). I recommend that you do the same. 1.2 Purpose: In this short introduction I hope to go over the basics of porting a piston port engine for a cylinder/case reed. Certain basic questions such as what is a reed or how do you measure port timing will be addressed briefly or omitted entirely. Although this is a basic intro, those who plan to actually do the porting should at least have some fundamental knowledge of engines and engine parts. 1.3 Measuring Port Timing: Before doing anything you must measure the stock timing of the engine that you plan to port. This means intake, exhaust and transfer timing. Also you should get an idea as to what your blowdown timing is, i.e. how many degrees are the transfers open for BEFORE the exhaust port opens. Collecting this information is key to building a strong running engine and is very informative in terms of what type of porting you can get away with when you’re hacking away at a new cylinder. Keep in mind that you must measure timings with the exact type of gasket that you will use since using different thickness gaskets will change your port timing. Also if you’re planning on running a stroker crank those will also change the timing from stock as well. Additionally you should also measure your time-area. This value is very important in terms of determining how wide you need to make a port in order to obtain proper flow and efficient scavenging. I usually measure the port area by placing a sheet of paper in the cylinder and the lightly “drawing” the port out by rubbing a pencil on the paper. A picture of what I am describing is shown at the end of this article in the supporting information. I know that all this sounds like a lot of work but if you want to do things right then this is the way to go. To put things into perspective it probably takes me about 15-25 hours to build a fully ported engine. This includes the time its takes to measure port timings and timeareas. 1.4 Some background on reeds: They work as a one way valve, they let stuff in, but stop it from coming out. In effect, they prevent “blow-back,” aka fresh intake charge escaping from the intake port which results in a loss of power (generally this effect is more pronounced at lower RPMs since the intake port is open for a longer amount of time). Also, since a reed is a one way valve, this means that intake port timing no longer
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matters and that we can have it open for as long as 360 degrees. That’s not wlays what you should do for a cylinder reed though 1.5 How reed porting is different than piston porting: The main difference in reed porting versus piston porting is how you port the intake. In a piston port engine, you must worry about the loss of low end that comes with increasing the intake port timing. However, when you have a reed you no longer have to worry about losing low end power if you increase the intake port timing since the reed acts as a one way valve eliminating blowback. Thus when reed porting you take advantage of this by dramatically increasing your intake port timing as well as adding an additional transfer port above the intake (which would be impossible to do without a reed since this new transfer would connect the combustion chamber to the outside atmosphere thus dramatically decreasing your compression).
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2: Ring gaps and boost port design: Pay attention to your ring gaps. You always want the ring gaps in contact with the cylinder wall and not running over gaping holes left behind after crappy portwork. So this means only do a 5th/3rd port for LH/G43/G62PUM engines since they have two rings and the ring gaps are positioned to the sides, right in front of the transfers on the intake side. For RC's, GP460's and a few other single ring piston designs, use a 6 port design since the ring gap is smack dab in the middle of the port (except for 4-bolt zenoah RCs but that's another matter). You could do a 5th port on an RC style engine, but chances are, you're new at porting if you're reading this so just don't do it because you will probably mess it up. If you choose to ignore this advice, at least make sure the port is dead center with your ring gap and that it has a smooth (60 degree) roof angle that is well chamfered. ESP actually builds 5th ports and Doug claims that those engines run well. Personally I am not a fan of a 5th port design where the ring gap glides over the port but it can definitely work. You just need to be careful when doing so.



Figure 1: G43L Piston. Notice how the ring gaps are off to the sides of the piston.



Figure 2: A ported G260RC piston. Notice how the ring gap is more towards the center.



2.1 Boost Port Width and Position: For a 5th/3rd port you can generally go pretty wide, but you need to be conscious of your rings. If the port is too wide, your ring will expand into it and that will cause premature ring failure and possibly plating failure. So on your first try be conservative. For a 6th port design, make sure you leave at least 2 mm of space between your two boost ports so that the ring gap can rest on the cylinder wall. The boost port edges can go out all the way to the ends of the intake ports stock width, but I would not recommend going wider. The gap between the 5th and 6th port must be centered over the ring nub on the intake port.
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Figure 3: CY29 with off-center boost ports.



Figure 4 : Centered boost ports on a GP460.



Figure 3 shows an example of off-centered boost ports. This was done on a CY29; as you can see, the left boost port is too far to the right. The engine ran just fine and looking at it there were no signs of abnormal wear (scores on the piston/bore wall, chipped ring ends) which indicates that the ring gap must have had enough space to rest on. Regardless, it was too close to comfort and you should strive to make that little gap well centered. Also, notice the permanent marker lines I drew to know where to cut. It’s important that you “draw” your port when cutting boost ports because it will make your job much easier by giving you a clear picture of where to cut. Figure 4 shows an example of well centered boost ports. This was on a GP460, notice how the ring nub is well centered between the two ports. This engine runs great and has no scoring whatsoever on the intake side thanks to properly cut boost ports and good chamfering. Notice how the boost ports on this particular engine were widened all the way to the edges of the intake port. This engine runs great. It’s good to make a port wide if it’s safe to do so, it increases flow and helps your engine breathe better. The only issue with these boost ports is the fact that the roof angle is 90 degrees which is a big no-no. Otherwise, they came out well.
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Figure 5 a and b: Two views of a 5 port on a G43L.



Figure 5 shows two pictures of a 5th port on a G43L. This port could have been widened by at leat 0.5mm on each side, probably, 1mm on each side. Either way, it is a good example of what you should aim for when cutting out a 5th/3rd port. Just make yours a little wider, but remember to be conservative; it’s easier to cut out material then it is to put it back. Make sure to cut a little at a time until you’re happy with the results. 2.2 Boost port height: For your first couple of engines, just keep the new boost port/s you cut out the same height as the transfers. No higher or lower. This applies to casereeds or cylinder reed. There's a reason behind this but I do not want to write paragraphs so I will omit it (has to do with transfer and exhaust timing overlap). 2.3 Boost port roof angle: Do not use a 90 degree roof angle. They suck unless your boost port is not very tall. You want a nice roof angle that will direct the charge toward the combustion chamber. A 90 degree angle just launches fresh charge towards the exhaust port which a very wasteful no-no. Trevor Simpson recommended a 60 degree roof angle when cutting out a 5th port for a reed case set up and I believe that is a good angle to start with on a cylinder reed set up as well. You should experiment with angles until you get the desired performance.
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2.4 Boost port depth: Finally, but most importantly, be careful how deep you make your boost ports!!!! Remember that if you go to far you will cut a hole through your cylinder wal!!! Go easy at first, take your time and be very careful! I’ve gone through cylinder walls before and it sucks. However, you do so, it can be fixed wth some JB weld. Just put the epoxy on the inside in the boost port and on the outside surface of the cylinder. It will run, I have had to fix some engines this way before and they run fine. A trick I use is putting some JBweld on the outside of the cylinder wall before porting, then I cut out the port and go as deep as I need. If I cut through the synlider wall it’s ok because the JB weld is there so I don’t just cut a big hole. This allows me to cut out deeper boost ports. I don’t necessarily recommend that you do this, but that is mostly because if you’re new at porting then you might not do it right and ruin the cylinder. I always JB weld the outside of my reeded engines. The reason being that even if I don’t cut all the way through the metal I at least have added support on the outside from the JB weld which helps strengthen the cylinder wall that was weakened by the porting.
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3: The Intake Port and Piston For the intake port, I would recommend just leaving it alone on your first try. You may widen it a little, but don’t lower it. If you don’t measure things right and lower it too much, you’ll probably lose crankcase pressure by effectively “connecting” the volume of the reed cage to the volume of the crankcase because of the intake port would never close completely. Personally, I like a good amount of crankcase pressure so I avoid doing this. If you decide to ignore this and lower your intake, make sure that the half moon you cut on your piston and the amount you increase your intake port duration do not overlap or else you will lose crankcase pressure which can decrease performance. You can run 360 degrees of intake duration and the engine will run fine. I just prefer not to because I feel that have a time where the intake port is closed off allows for the buildup of more pressure in the crankcase which helps with scavenging. Casereeds actually have 360 degrees of intake duration but the design is completely different.



Figure 6: Here’s another 6th port, notice how the intake has not been lowered (this is also a 460, but it’s different from fig. 4).
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Figure 8: A G260RC cylinder with the 5 and 6 boost ports cut.



Figure 7: A G260RC cylinder with the intake port epoxied shut.



3.1 A note for casereeds: Before working on the intake port, you have to close it off with epoxy. The way I do it is put an old piston with no ring in the cylinder to close the intake port, then I place the cylinder in an oven at 200F. Once its warm, I put my JB weld in the intake port. The JB weld gets all runny, so be wary of this. Then I fill it up to the top, place the piston back in the oven and boom, 45 minutes later the intake is epoxied closed and it’s ready for porting. Figure 7 demonstrates what the epoxied intake should look like once you’re done. After the intake is epoxied, you may cut out your boost port/s. The same things about height/depth/width for cylinder reeds applies for casereeds, except that for a casereed, your boost port will start from the bottom of the cylinder’s intake skirt, as in figure 8. 3.2 Piston Modifications: Simply cut a half moon shape that is the same height as the other two cutouts on the sides of the piston (unless if you lowered the intake; in that case, the half moon should be even shorter than the cut-outs on the side depending on how much you lowered the intake port). Make sure that this half moon is perfectly aligned with the intake port. I usually slap the cylinder on and mark the piston with a sharpie through the intake port. This is how I get my half-moons to make the intake port exactly. Also, it’s does not have to be a half moon shape; porters just use that shape because it doesn’t weaken the piston too badly. You may also make a square cut-out, but that may weaken the piston and eventually lead to it cracking/shattering. I have never experienced either event, however it’s still important to note it. Also, half moons do not have to be cut out for casereeds. Most porters never use them because a simple boost window should be sufficient.
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Figure 9: A CY29 piston with a square cut-out.



Figure 9 shows a picture of a piston with a square cut-out. Notice how there is a tiny little piece of piston on the left side. Structurally this is bad because it might break off. This is why people use half moons; to avoid creating little pieces that are easy to break. That said, this particular piston ran just fine and never shattered or broke.
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Figure 10: A GP460 with the pulse routed through the reed.



3.3 Purpose of Boost ports on piston: These are only necessary if the carburetor’s pulse is routed through the reed as in figure 10. The reason why you need to cut boost ports when your pulse is routed that way is because if you do not do so, the pulse will be weak and the engine will run very poorly since the carb is unable to pump out enough fuel. This is the main purpose of the those boost windows on pistons for a cylinder reed. The issue I have with them is that they open up the cases to the reed cage and thus you lose crankcase compression at BDC. That’s why I prefer case pulsing and not running boost windows on the piston. Also I find a case pulse to be much more reliable so this is why I case pulse all my cylinder reeds. However, for casereeds, you should use boost windows on the piston to feed your new boost port/s. You must cut boost window/s out for a casereed setup if you want to get good performance out of it. Figure 11 shows a piston with boost windows cut out for a casereed.
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Figure 8: A G260RC piston with boost windows cut out. These boost windows are ok. However, they’re a little too high. I’d make them 1-1.5mm lower and possibly a little longer heightwise.
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4: The Exhaust Port Do whatever you want (except lowering it). Widen/raise it. If you widen it, be aware that a wider exhaust means a larger hole that your ring will expand into. That’s a big no-no unless you want to be switching out rings and possibly top ends very often. For small bore RCs on chain peds, you probably don’t want to raise the exhaust since you need all the torque you can get. For a spindle ped, raising the exhaust is ok, just be conservative at first. One thing people don’t think about is exhaust time-area relative to transfer time-area. There is a desirable ratio between the two and it is possible to make your exhaust too big and too wide relative to your transfers. This is a problem because it will allow fresh mixture to escape the combustion chamber out the exhaust which kills power. For example, the GP460’s exhaust time-area is HUGE relative to it’s transfer time-area. That’s why those engines are so happy when you make the transfers a little bigger. For those a lot of time I just raise the exhaust and make the transfers wider. This way I get advanced exhaust timing but don’t make the exhaust port too large for the transfers.
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5: Chamfering Do it right. Especially around your brand new boost port/s. If not, things will look ugly in that cylinder after a little use. I chamfer my ports with a very fine diamond tip dremel bit, then I go over them with sand paper and finish it off by hand. It’s tedious and I get hand cramps, but the results are ports that don’t snag onto the piston/ring. I recently opened up my GP460 and there weren’t any score on the intake side even with the boost ports I cut out. I attribute that to my meticulous chamfering. Also, it’s a good idea to go over the factory’s stock chamfering. From what I’ve seen, both Zenoah and CY can do a bad job at chamfering so I recommend that you re-chamfer all your ports. The corners of all the ports are especially important since that is usually where the worst damage appears.
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6: Closing Remarks That’s pretty much it for basic reed porting. I’m confident that someone with a steady hand and some dremel skills can build a solid running cylinder reed by following the advice I wrote. I hope that this shows people that porting is not magic and that really anyone can do it. I recommend taking the time to learn at least some basic porting so that you can at least understand what engine builders are doing. Personally, I chose to learn because it’s fun, and I like buildig my own engines. I also didn’t have much money when I started building Go-Peds so I could not afford to pay someone to port a GP460 top end to work with my reed every time it went out. So I made friends with my dremel and have been porting ever since. It’s important to note that there are many things I could add, but I felt that this was long enough as is. This is just a simple guide to get you on the right track by giving advice and providing pictures.



Also, some people have been asking me where I get my nifty little pulse fittings from. I get them from the following website: http://www.gasrcproducts.com/#/products/4536722969 It’s legit, I’ve ordered from them twice already and I’ve spoken to the guy over the phone. He ships pretty quickly too which is nice. I order the 10 barb fittings (thread size 10-32). Hopefully this should point most of you in the right direction. Have fun porting! Using all this info and more, I've been able to build some pretty fast engines and hopefully you will too!
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7: Supporting Information



Figure S1: Ports of a G62PU. They were mapped out by placing a sheet of paper inside the cylinder and rubbing it lightly with a pencil. This is was taken from an unmodified stock cylinder.
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